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One of the most useful techniques frequently used in the study of 
differential and integral equations consists in applying integral inequalities, 
especially the various kinds of Gronwall-Bellman-type inequalities. In the 
past ten years, the discovery of new inequalities of the Bellman type and the 
research of their new applications have attracted the interests of many 
authors. 
The aim of this paper is to establish some new Bellman-type inequalities 
which involve multiple-fold integral functionals, and which extend many 
known results contained in [l-8]. It is important to remark that the 
inequality given in Theorem 4 below is the most general form of such linear 
integral inequalities. 
To acquire our main theorem, we shall start form several special cases 
which are also very interesting in themselves. Some examples of application 
are also indicated here to convey the usefulness of our results. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL CASE 
Throughout this paper, we shall denote by Z and R, the intervals [0, h) 
and [0, co), respectively, here 0 < h < +co. We denote by C[N, M] the class 
of all real-valued continuous functions defined on the set N and with range in 
the set M. In the sequel, we set S = C[Z, R + 1, and for the convenience of the 
statement, we contract that all of the empty sums and empty products are 
equal to zero and one, respectively, such as: 
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THEOREM 1. Let x(t) and p(t) belong to S with p(t) positive and 
nondecreasing on I. Let fi(t, s) E C[Z x Z, R +)] be nondecreasing in t when 
s E Zfixed. Suppose that the inequality 
holds for all t E I. Then we have 
44 G p(t) W), tEz 
where U(t) = VJt, t) and V,(T, t) is defined successively by 
UT7 4 = ev ,,’ $ fj(K 9 ds 
J 
(2) 
where T and t E Z, k = 2, 3 ,..., n and 
F,(T, t) = exp 1’ [ii J(T, s) -f,(T, s)] ds, i = I, 2 ,... n - 1. (4) 
0 j=l 
Proof. Obviously, we have U(0) = V,(O, 0) = 1 from (3) and (4), and 
hence the estimate for x(t) in (2) trivially holds when t = 0. We define the 
following nonnegative functionals on S by 
x dt,dt,-, . . . dtk+,, k = 1, 2,.... n - 1 
and 
here y = y(t) E S, c is a constant and c and t E I. 
We note that here Ji(c, t)(y), i = 1, 2,..., n, are monotonic and 
nondecreasing in y E S, that is, if yl, y, E S and y,(t) <y*(t) on Z then 
Ji(c9 t>(Yl) < Ji(c, t)(Y*), when t E I. 
Now, fixing an arbitrary value T form (0, h) then we have from the 
inequality (1) 
x(t) <P(T) + 1’ J,(T, tA(x) dt, 3 t E [0, T]. 
0 
186 
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ml(t) =Pm + (’ J,V, 4)(x) dt, 
0 
m,(t) = m,-,(t) + j’ J,(T Mm,-,) dt, 
(5) 
k = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
0 
Then we have the relations 
m,(t) 2 m,-,(t) > **- > m,(t) 2 x(t), t E [O, T] (6) 
m”(o)=m”~,(o)= *** =m,(O)=p(T) > 0. (7) 
We notice that the following differential inequalities for mi(t) are satisfied: 
i-l 
ml(t) +./XT7 t, mi(t) < C fjtT9 t) mi(t) +J)(Tv t) mi+ I(t), 
j=l 
t E [0, T], i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. (8) 
We prove it by induction. First, using (6) and in view of the monotonicity of 
J,(T, t)(y), we obtain from the first equality iii (5) that 
m;(t) <J,(T t>(4), t E [O, q 
and adding f,(7’, t) m,(t) to both sides of the above inequality, by (5), we 
have 
=.fO’~ t) [ ml(t) +I’ J,K Mm,> &] 0 
=.UT 0 m,(t), t E [O, 7-1. 
The above inequality shows that (8) holds when i = 1. Now we suppose 
(8) is established for i = k, where 1 < k < )t - 2. Then by differentiating we 
obtain from (5) 
mb+ dt) = m;(t) + Jk+ ,(K O(mk)9 t E [O, T]. 
Because (8) holds for i = k and fk(7’, t) m,(t) > 0, using (6) we obtain 
k-l 
m;+&) < c &CT9 c) mk(t) +&CT9 f, mk+&) +Jk+l(T, t>(mk) 
j=l 
< i: . t jcTT t, mk+l(t) +Jk+l(TT t)(mk+l>9 t E [O, q  
j=l 
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since Jk+ I CT O(Y) is nondecreasing in y E S. Adding fk+ ,(7’, t) mk+ ,(t) to 
both sides of the above inequality, we get 
+.fk+,K 4 mk+2tf)y t E [O, 7-l. 
This proves the validity of (8). 
We apply the relations (5) and (8) to derive the bounds on mi(t), here 
i = 1, 2,..., n. We shall prove that the following estimates are true: 
m,-d0 <P(T) b+dT 9, t E [0, T] and k = 0, l,..., n - 1 (9) 
where V,, ,(7’, t) are given by (3). First, we consider the last equality in (5) 
m,(Q =m,-,(t) +jff.V9 0 mn-l(tn)%, t E [O, T]. 
0 
Differentiating the above equality and using (6) and (8), in view off,- ,(T, t) 
and m,- I(t) being nonnegative, we obtain 
mX0 = m:, - , (0 +.UT 0 m, - 1 tt) 
n-2 
Dividing both sides of the above inequality by m,(t) > 0, and then 
integrating from 0 to C, using m,(O) =p(T), we obtain 
m,(t) <C9 exp Jf i: fj(K s) ds =P(T) v,(T f), t E [O, T]. 
0 j=l 
Here V,(T, t) is given by (3). Next, substituting this bound for m,(t) in (8) 
with i= n - 1, we then get 
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Multiplying by exp si r,- ,(T, s) - J$:: fj( r, s)] ds both sides of the above 
inequality, and then integrating from 0 to t and using (7), we derive 
here F,- ,(7’, t) and V,(T, t) are defined by (3) and (4). 
Suppose that the inequality (9) is proved for 1 < k < n - 2, then by (8) we 
have 
r 
n-k-2 
m:,-k-,(t) + ifn-k-,(T9 t, - x .ij(‘T t, mn-k-,(t) 
j=l 1 
<f,-k-,(r? t)dT) vk+l(T, t>* 
Multiplying by exp lh [ fnWk- ,(T, s) - CJ::-’ &(7’, s)] ds both sides of the 
above inequality and then integrating from 0 to t, and using (7), we obtain 
here F,-&,(T? t) and Vk+# t) are given by (3) and (4). Hence the 
inequality (9) is now completely proved. Finally, we observe from (6) that 
letting t = T in this inequality and in view of U(t) = V,(t, t), we obtain 
since T from (0, h) is arbitrary, thus the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
COROLLARY 1. A very particular case of the above Theorem 1 in which 
n = 1 is a simple but useful generalization of an integral inequality due to 
Bellman [ 1, p. 581. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the following integral inequality 
40 <p(t) +(f,(t, t,) jt’f& s> x(s) ds 4 
0 0 
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holds for t E 1, where x(t), p(t) and f;:(t, s), i = 1,2, are the same as deftned 
in Theorem 1. Then 
3. FURTHER EXTENSIONS 
In this section, we shall give some further extensions of Theorem 1 which 
are also very interesting in themselves. To simplify the statement, in the 
sequel we shall introduce several linear integral operators defined on class S. 
We first define the operators I,(t)(y) by 
where y E S, t E I, i = 1,2 ,..., m. 
THEOREM 2. Let the functions x(t) and p(t) be the same as defined in 
Theorem 1, and let Aj(t, s) E C[I x I, R +], i = 1, 2 ,..., m, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be 
nondecreasing in t for s E Iflxed. Suppose that the inequality 
x(t) <Ptt> + il: ii(t)(x) (10) 
i=l 
holds for all t E I. Then we have 
x(t) <Ptt> fi wi(th tEI (11) 
i=l 
where Wi(t) = Vi,@, t) and V,,(q, t), V,,(q, t) ,..., V,,(q, t) are defined 
successively by 
190 
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and 
gil(q, t> = ( E w,(r)) .ff1(4, t), g*j(qv t, =fii(49 l>, 
j = 2,..., n, i = 1, 2 ,..., m 
Gdq, t> = exp Jf [ ‘i’ gij(q, S) - gi,(q, s)] dsv 
0 j=l 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, i = 1, 2,..., m. 
Proof: Rewrite the inequality (10) as 
44 0,(t) + ~,(t)(x), tEI 
where 
PICt) =dt> + 2 ii(t)(x)* 
i=Z 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
It is easy to verify that under the conditions of this Theorem, the operators 
Z,(t)(x) are nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing in t, thus here the 
function pi(t) satisfies the same conditions on p(t). Now an application of 
the Theorem 1 to (15) which yields 
x(t) a%(t) w,(t), tEI (16) 
where W,(t) = Vln(t, t) and V,,(q, t), is given by (12) with i = 1. The above 
inequality can be rewritten as 
where 
40 <P,(t) + mo(x)9 tEI (17) 
cYf)(X) = w,(t) 12(f)(X) 
P2(f) = wl(t) [ Ptt) + 2 li(r)O]* 
i=3 
Clearly, here It(t)(x) is the same type of integral functional as 12(t)(x) 
except the functon $*,(t, s) is now replaced by W,(t)f,,(t, s). Applying 
Theorem 1 to the above inequality (17) again, we then have 
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where W*(t) = V,,(t, t) and V,,(q, t) is given by (12) with i = 2. Continuing 
in this way and combining an inductional argument, we can easily prove the 
estimate for x(t) in (11). Since this argument is obvious we omit the details. 
We note that there is a very interesting result, which can be seen as an 
extension to n-times integral case of an inequality of Willett [2], that can be 
derived from Theorem 2 by setting j& s) = 1 and A,,@, s) =j& s), here 
i = 1, 2,..., m andj= 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Next, we define the integral operators Z”‘(t)(y) on S by 
where y E S, t E Z and j = I,2 ,..., n. 
THEOREM 3. Let x(t) and p(t) belong to class S with p(t) positive and 
nondecreasing on I, and let f’,“(t, s) E C[Z x I, R + ] be nor&creaslng in t for 
s E IJixed, here k = 1,2 ,..., j and j = I,2 ,..., n. Suppose that the inequality 
40 4 P(0 + 5 wow, fEZ (18) 
j=l 
holds. Then we have 
x(t) <PO) fi U”‘(t), fEI (19) 
j=l 
here U”‘(t) = q’)(t, t) and the functions q”(q, t), c2’(q, t), Vt’(q, t),..., 
q”(q, t),..., v(t)(q, t) are defined successively by 
c”(q, t) = exp 1’ c hf’(q, s) ds 
0 k=l 
v’,il ,(4, s) 
(20) 
1 +j-)$%+,k,s) HjJ_‘k+,(q,s) ds], 
k = 2, 3,..., j 
and 
H:j’(q, s) = exp hf’(q, s) - h”‘(q s) r 9 
I 
ds 7 r= 1, 2,...,j- 1 (21) 
j--1 
wq9 4 = i ,II1, flk)cs,) fY’(q, t>, hk%, t) =f?(q, 0, (22) 
k= 2, 3 ,..., j. 
409/103/l-13 
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ProoJ This result is a special case of Theorem 4 below. If we set i = 1 
and rJ= 1, herej= 1, 2 ,..., n, then the desired bound for x(t) in (19) follows 
immediately. 
The following corollary is sometimes convenient for application. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the inequality 
x(t) <p(t) + jf f\“(t, s) x(s) ds + jf f:“(t, s) j’ fi2’(s, u) x(u) du ds 
0 0 
holds for all t E I, here x(t), p(t) and f !“(t, s) are the same as in Theorem 3. 
Then we have 
where 
x(t) <p(t) U(‘)(t) U2)(t), tEI 
U”‘(t) = exp jr f ‘,I’(& s) ds 
0 
?P2)(t) = V:2’(t, t) 
= exp jf -f i2)(t, s) [ exp j’f :“(t, r) dr] ds - 1 1 + 1: f \‘)(t, s) 
x [e~p j~f~“(t,r)dr]~exp j~f~‘(t,~)[expJ:/L”rt,r)dr] du) 
x (exp ji [fi”(t,r) [exp jif\“(t,u)du) +fi2)(t;r)] dr) ds/. 
4. MAIN RESULT 
Now we can give the main theorem of this paper as follows. We define the 
linear integral operators Ii”(t)(y) on S by 
Zij’(t)(y) = j’ f $‘<t, t,) I,;’ f $‘(t, ) t2) * * * 
I 
~-’ f i~‘(tj- L ) ti) Y(tj) dtj ‘. . dt, ) 
where y belongs to S, j = 1, 2 ,..., n and i = 1, 2 ,..., rj, here rj > 0 are some 
integers. 
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THEOREM 4. Let x(t) and p(t) belong to the class S and p(t) is positive 
and nondecreasing on the internal I. Let the functions f $(t, s) belong to 
CII x I, R + ] and be nondecreasing in t for s E I fixed, here j = 1,2 ,..., n, 
k = 1,2 ,..., j and i = 1, 2 ,..., rj. Suppose that the inequality 
x(t) <p(t) + + + Ii’j’Q)(x> 
,fPl iF1 
holds for all t E I. Then the following estimate for x(t) holds 
x(t)<p(t). fi (r’r wij’(t)j, tEI 
j=l i=l 
(23) 
(24) 
where W!“(t) = c;‘(t, t) and here the functions V$)(q, t), V$)(q, t),..., 
c;‘(q, t) are defined successively by 
V,!i’(q, t) = exp 
ix : ,I, g;:‘kv s) ds 
(25) 
k=2,3 ,..., j. 
Here 
gj;)(q, s) - gih)(q, s) ds, 1 h = 1, 2,..., j - 1 (26) 
and 
1 
i-1 
fqk’(t) JJ ivy(t) . f;(:‘)(q, t) 
k=l (27) 
b+(q, t) =f $‘(q t) 9 9 k=2,3 ,..., j, i= I,2 ,..., rj. 
Proo$ According to the structure of the estimate (24) and in view of the 
contract we made in Section 2, without loss of the’ generality, we may 
assume here rj > 1, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Rewrite the inequality (23) as 
x(t) <p,(t) + 2 Ij”tt)(x), tEI (28) 
i=l 
where 
p,(t) =p(t) + + + Iij’Q)(x). 
,i* ,Yl 
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Clearly, under the conditions of this theorem, the function pi(t) belongs to S 
and it is positive and nondecreasing on I. Hence Theorem 2 may be used to 
inequality (28), so we have 
x(t) 6Pl(O fi WV>, tEZ 
i=l 
i.e., 
x(0 <P*(t) + $, ( iel W(O) zl”0)(x)9 tEz (29) 
P*(t) = ( fi W(f)) [m + i: $J rl”(r)(x)], 
I=1 j=3 i=l 
where q”(t) = ci’(1, f), i = 1, 2,..., ri, are given by (25) and (27) with 
j= 1. 
Here (l-I;& II$“(t))Z~*‘(r)(x) is the same type of linear integral operator 
as the operator Z~*‘(t)(x) except the function f$(f, s) is now replaced by 
(n;l i fl”(t)) f$t, s). Thus, we may apply Theorem 2 once again to the 
inequality (29), and we get 
40 <P,W ii f12’O) 
i=l 
( fi w$“(f)) ( fi wy(t)) [p(t) + i % zl”(t)(x)], 
(30) 
= t E z 
i=l i=l j=3 i=l 
where IV!“(t) = V$‘(t, t), and V$‘(q, t), V$‘(q, f) are defined by (25)-(27) 
with j = 2, i = 1, 2 ,..., r2. 
Now, we rewrite the inequality (30) as 
and proceeding in this way, then after n-times application of Theorem 2 we 
obtain the desired estimate for x(t) in (24). Because the inductional argument 
is very easy, we leave it to the reader. 
Remark. If the function p(t) contained in the given inequality (23) 
belongs to the class S but is not nondecreasing on Z, then we can replace it 
by the function P(t) = Max{&) ] 0 < s < t; c E I}, and then use Theorem 4 
to obtain the desired bound for x(t). 
We notice that almost all of the one-variable linear integral inequalities 
discussed in [l-8] and in Theorems 1-3 are the special cases of inequality 
(23). 
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5. APPLICATION 
In this section, we shall give some examples to the possible applications of 
our results. Consider the third-order differential equation 
M~>hwY’l’l’ +fw = go>, tER,. (31) 
With regard to the above equation, we assume that the functionsf(t), g(t) 
and ri(t), i = 1,2, belong to the class C[R+, R], here R = (-co, tco), and 
ri(t) do not change their signs on R + . Moreover, we suppose that r;(t) exists 
on R,. 
Obviously, Equation (31) is equivalent to the following Volterra-type 
integral equation, which may be obtained by integrating from 0 to t three 
times and using the initial data: 
y(t) =yP) + r,(O) Y’(O) (’ [rl(s)l -I ds + r,WIG(O) ~‘(0) + r,(O) v”(O)1 
‘0 
- j; [+)I-’ [j; MW1 (j;fWWd~) du] & 
Therefore, 
I YWI Q 4(t) + j; I r*tsl-’ 
x [j; I r&l -' ( jou If( I Y(u)I du) du] ds, 
where 
q(t) = I YWI + I r&VI I Y’PI j: I rl(s)l -’ ds 
+ IrdNGP) Y’(O) + r,(O) r”@>ll 
x I,’ IMI-’ [j; IGW’ du] ds 
tER,. 
(32) 
tER, 
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An application of Theorem 1 to (32) gives 
40 Q m W)~ tER+ (33) 
here U(t) = VX(t, t) and V,(T, t) is defined by (3) and (4). In the present 
case, we have 
V*(T,t)=F,(T,t) 1 +j; Ir,(s)l-’ ;;;;I,’ ds] 
[ 7 
V,(T,t)=F,(Z-,t) 1 +j; Ir&)l-’ ;;;;;ds], 
I 7 
and here 
F,(7’, r) = exp 1: [Ir,(s>l-’ - IrkI-‘I ds 
F,(T, t) = exp J: -Ir,(s)l-’ ds. 
Hence we obtain 
U(r)=expj~-l~,(S)/-‘ds )l +iI Ir,(s)l-’ (expj: Ir,(u)l-‘du) R(s)ds(, 
where 
W)=erp j: [IdW -ldW’l ds 
x [l+j~lW~’ [expj: P I rdu>l - ’ + If(u>ll du] ds]. 
We can easily observe from inequality (33) that, if the functions If(t)1 and 
)r,(t)l-‘, i= 1, 2, be1 ong to the class L,(O, co) and the condition 
holds for all t E R + , then all solutions of Eq. (3 1) are bounded on R + . 
Furthermore, if here we have g(t) = 0 then the trivial solution y(t) = 0 of Eq. 
(31) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov. 
By following the same argument as above and paying close consideration 
to the structure of the function V,(q, t) given by (3), then we can easily 
verify that the following more general result holds too. 
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THEOREM 5. Consider the following n th-order dtQFerentia1 equation 
[r,-l(t)[...[rl(t)y’l’...l’l’ +fW=gW9 tER+ (34) 
here f(t), g(t) and ri(t) belong to the class C[R + , R], i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. If 
ri(t) do not change their signs on R, and the derivatives r;(t) exist on R + , 
and suppose that the functions ) f(t)] and 1 ri(t)]-’ belong to the class 
L,(O, m), and the condition 
/~j(u)dy < 03, tER+ 
holds, then all of the solutions of Eq. (34) are bounded on R + . In addition, if 
g(t) z 0 holds too, then the trivial solution y(t) = 0 of (34) is stable in the 
sense of Lyapunov. 
The conclusions contained in Theorem 5 are likely to be new. To this end, 
we note that there are many other possible applications of Theorem 4, and 
some of them will soon appear elsewhere. 
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